The Fiberglass Pergola Revolution
Pound for Pound Stronger than Steel, Lighter than Wood
Historically consumers who did not want a wood pergola for obvious reasons could only
choose between plastic (aka vinyl) and aluminum which did not come close to offering the
refinement of product or structural integrity the typical pergola consumer will accept.
Consumers with upscale homes are no longer forced to install plastic and sheet metal
pergolas in a space reserved for a quality setting.
Our new innovative fiberglass structures are rapidly becoming the product of choice. We
offer an alternative to wood, sheet metal/aluminum and plastic/vinyl structures which is
what the market is begging for. Consumers have embraced this product and dealers
appreciate the added profit it provides along with a quick easy installation and the piece
of mind in knowing that structural fiberglass will never rot, bow, warp or become infested
with insects like wood.
Aluminum/sheet metal pergolas have a cold industrial look with few or no color
options, cheap snap on tail effects and become permanently dented by hail and other
types of light impact.
Vinyl/plastic pergolas are broken down quickly by the freeze thaw cycle, also have snap
on tail effects, few color options and a very low heat distortion index of only 178 degrees
as opposed to our fiberglass which is over 400 degrees. Large grills and certainly outdoor
fireplaces will cause vinyl/pvc plastic pergolas to distort and start emitting a toxic gas at
178 degrees. Plastic pergolas also rely on a metal support for any structural support and
still only span about 12' on average. Our structural fiberglass beams span 22' between
columns without inner supports in any color your client desires.
We are the only pergola company that will take your multi-angle designs and convert
them into a ready to install structural fiberglass system complete with a lifetime warranty
finished in your client's choice of thousands of colors. This means you
can install intricate, multi-angle, high quality structures in record time.
PergolaKitsUSA's Structural Fiberglass Pergolas
offer Affordable Elegance and Lasting Beauty!

